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ABSTRACT 
A criterion was recently given in [13] which characterizes weak compactness of the integration 
map f H J f dP, for f E L’ (P), associated with a spectral measure P. In this note a criterion is es- 
tablished for integration maps associated with indefinite spectral integrals, that is, for operator- 
valued measures of the type Q : E H J, f dP for some f E L’ (P). Such measures are of some in- 
terest when considering for P the resolution of the identity of a compact, scalar-type spectral 
operator acting in a Banach space, [8,9]. 
INTRODUCTION 
Given a locally convex Hausdorff space X (briefly, 1cHs) and an X-valued 
measure m, there is an associated 1cHs L’(m) of m-integrable functions. From 
its definition (see Section 1) it is clear that properties of L’ (m) are closely tied to 
those of X; see [l, 2,3,6,7], for example. Our interest concerns the weak com- 
pactness (briefly, w-compactness) of the integration map Z, : L'(m) + X de- 
fined by Z,f = J f dm, for f E L' (m). Questions related to this topic have re- 
cently received some attention [9,10,11,13]. Here w-compactness of I, is meant 
in the sense of A. Grothendieck, namely that the image under Z, of some 
neighbourhood of 0 in L’ (m) is a relatively w-compact subset of X. 
A particular, but important class of measures is the spectral measures. These 
are a-additive measures P : C + L(Y), defined on a u-algebra C of subsets of a 
set 0 and taking their values in a space X = C(Y) consisting of the continuous 
linear operators on a 1cHs Y (where L(Y) is equipped with the topology r(s) of 
pointwise convergence on Y), which have the property that P(O) = I (the 
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identity operator on Y) and P(E f’ F) = P(E)P(F), for all E, F E C. For such 
measures it is known that the integration map Zp is w-compact if and only if the 
range P(C) = {P(E); E E C} is a finite subset of C(Y); see [ll] for the case 
when Y is a Banach space and [ 131 for more general c-spaces Y. Such a precise 
criterion for wcompactness of the integration map is not generally possible for 
arbitrary measures m; the characterizations given in [ 10,l l] are not always easy 
to apply. Accordingly, it seems useful to have available more detailed criteria 
for particular classes of measures, especially in view of the fact that important 
examples of vector measures occur whose associated integration map fails to 
be w-compact, even in the Banach space setting, [9]. 
An important example, discussed in [9; Example 41, concerns operators T E 
L(Y), with Y a Banach space, which are both compact and scalar-type spectral 
(e.g. compact, normal operators in Hilbert space). That is, T = J& xdP(X) 
where P:B(C) + L(Y) is a spectral measure, usually referred to as the re- 
solution of the identity of T, which is defined on the a-algebra of Bore1 subsets 
a(C) of the complex plane C and is supported by the spectrum a(T) of T. It is 
known that the ,C( Y)-valued measure XP : E H J, AdP(X), for E E B(C), is 
always a-additive for the operator norm topology T(U) on C(Y), [8]. So, if 
,Cc,( Y) denotes the Banach space consisting of ,C( Y) equipped with the topol- 
ogy T(U) and C,(Y) denotes the 1cHs consisting of C(Y) equipped with the to- 
pology r(s), then XP may be considered as both an C,( Y)-valued measure and 
an C,( Y)-valued measure. Of course, the associated L’-space depends very 
much on which topology Q-(U) or T(S) is being used. Indeed, for r(s) it is a clas- 
sical result that the Li-space consists of the bounded, Bore1 measurable func- 
tions only, whereas for Q-(U) the L’-space contains unbounded functions when- 
ever P is non-trivial; [ll; Lemma 1.51. In the case of C,(Y) it turns out, 
typically, that the integration map ZAP is not w-compact, [9; Example 41. The 
aim of this note is to decide about the w-compactness of ZAP when considering 
XP as being L,( Y)-valued; a precise criterion is given in Section 2. Actually, we 
establish a more general result from which this particular case will follow 
easily. More precisely, given a spectral measure P : C + l&(Y) and a function 
f E L'(P), let fP denote the C,(Y)-valued measure E H J, f dP, for E E C, 
and let Z(f) =f-‘((0)). Th en, under mild hypotheses on P, Y and C,(Y), it 
turns out (c.f. Proposition 3) that the integration map Ifp : L* (fP) + L,(Y) is 
w-compact if and only if {P(E n Z(f)'); E E C} is a finite subset of C(Y), 
where Z(f)” = fi\Z(f). 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND SOME GENERAL RESULTS 
Let X be a 1cHs. An X-valued vector measure is a a-additive map m : C -+ X 
whose domain C is a u-algebra of subsets of a set 0. For each x’ E X’ (the 
continuous dual space of X), the C-valued measure E H (m(E), x'), E E 22, is 
denoted by (m, x’); its variation measure is denoted by 1 (m, x’) I. Let P(X) de- 
note the family of all continuous seminorms on X. For q E P(X), let Ui denote 
the polar of the closed unit ball of q. Then the q-semivariation of m is the set 
function q(m) given by 
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(1) q(m)(E) = sup{I(m,x’)J(E);x’ E U,“}, E E C. 
For each E E C, the inequalities 
(2) 
1 
sup{@@‘)); F E C,F c: E] 5 q(m)(E) 
I 4 sup{q(+‘)); F E C, F C E} 
hold, [6; Lemma II 1.21. 
A C-valued, C-measurable function f on Q is said to be m-integrable if it is 
integrable with respect o each measure (m, x’), x’ E X’, and if, for every E E C, 
there exists an element JE f dm of X such that (SE f dm, x’) = JE f d(m, x’), for 
each x’ E X’. The map f m : C + X defined by (fm)(E) = J, f dm, E E C, is 
called the indefinite integral off with respect to m. The Orlicz-Pettis theorem 
implies that it is a vector measure. 
The linear space of all m-integrable functions is denoted by L(m). Members 
of C are identified with their characteristic function. An m-integrable function 
is said to be m-null if its indefinite integral is the zero vector measure. Fix q E 
P(X). Given f E L(m) define q(m)(f) = q(fm)(o). The function 
(3) f ~q(m)(f)=sup(Slfldl(m,x’)l;x’t u:}, f E L(m), 
is then a seminorm on L(m). The functions f E L(m) for which q(m)(f) = 0, 
for all q E P(X), are precisely the m-null functions. Denote by p(m) the topol- 
ogy on L(m) defined by the family of seminorms (3), for each q E P(X). The 
resulting lcs is not usually Hausdorff. The quotient space of ,5(m) with respect 
to the p(m)-closed subspace of all m-null functions is denoted by L’(m). The 
resulting Hausdorff topology on Li (m) is again denoted by p(m). 
Throughout this note the 1cHs X is always assumed to be sequentially com- 
plete. Then a vector measure m : C + X is called closed if the 1cHs L’(m) is 
p(m)-complete. This agrees with the usual definition given in [6]; see [4; p. 1391. 
For a vector measure m : C + X, the associated integration map Z, : 
L’(m) + X is given by Z, f = Jfl f dm, f E L’(m). It is always linear and con- 
tinuous. Given f E L(m) we define Z(f) = {w E 0; f(w) = 0}, in which case 
Z(f) E C. Moreover, if g E L(m) and f = g, m-a.e., then xz(f) = xzcg) as ele- 
ments of L’ (m). Accordingly, Z(f) is also defined for elements f E L’ (m). It is 
clear that every m-null set is also f m-null, for each f E L’ (m), and that Z( f ) is 
an f m-null set, for each f E L’ (m). 
For a set F E C define L;(m) to be the subspace of L’(m) consisting of all g E 
L’ (m) such that g = 0, m-a.e. on F (i.e. gxF is an m-null function). Clearly, if F 
is an m-null set, then L;(m) = L’(m). 
Lemma 1. Let m : C + X be a vector measure and F E C. Then L;(m) is a closed 
subspace of L’ (m). 
Proof is immediate from the inequality q(m)(f XF) 5 q(m)(f), f E L’(m), val- 
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id for each q E P(X), and the fact that the m-null functions are a closed sub- 
space of L(m). q 
Lemma 2. ([12; Lemma 1.11) Let m : C + X be a vector measure andf E L’(m). 
Then a X-measurable function g is f m-integrable ifand only iff g E L’ (m). In this 
case J, gd(fm) = SE fgdm, for all E E C. 
Let m : C + X be a vector measure and f E L’(m). Then Lemma 2 ensures 
that the map !Pf : L’ (f m) + L’(m) given by 
(4) *f::++fg, gEL'(fmL 
is well defined. 
Lemma 3. Let m : C + X be a vector measure and f E L’(m). Then the map 
!#f : L’(fm) ---) L’(m) speciJied by (4) . 1. cs mear, injective and its range is the 
(closed) subspace Lhr, (m) of L’ (m). 
Proof. The linearity of !Pf is clear. Suppose that g E L’ (f m) and @f(g) = 0, 
that is, fg = 0 in L’ (m). This means that J, fg dm = 0, E E C or, equivalently 
(by Lemma 2) that J, gd(f m) = 0, E E C. This means, by definition, that 
g = 0 in L’( f m). So, pf is injective. 
Let R(Pf) C L’(m) d enote the range of !Pf. The inclusion R(!Pf) C L&(m) 
is clear. So, suppose that h E LAi/,(m), in which case g =f-‘hxzify is a 
C-measurable function. Moreover, gf = hxzCfJc belongs to L’(m) as h E L’(m) 
and so Lemma 2 implies that g E L’ (f m). Since !Pf(g) = gf = hxz(f)c it remains 
to check that hxzCf)c = h as elements of L’(m). But, h E L&,(m) means that 
hxzCf) = 0 in L’(m) and so, indeed, hxzCflc = h as elements of L’ (m). This es- 
tablishes that R(!Pf) = L$(,.) (m). Then Lemma 1 shows that R(!P,-) is a closed 
subspace of L’ (m). q 
Proposition 1. Let m : C + X be a vector measure and f E L’(m). Equip 
LiCJ, (m) with the relative p(m)-topologyfrom L’ (m). Then the map !ljf : L’ (f m) --+ 
L$(,, (m) given by (4) is a bicontinuous isomorphism of L’( f m) onto LiCl, (m). 
Proof. Lemma 3 shows that !Ff is a vector space isomorphism of L’( f m) onto 
L&,(m). Let q E P(X). Then (3), Lemma 2 and the definition of !Pf imply that 
q(m)(@f(g)) = q(fm)(g), g E L’(fm), 
which establishes continuity of !Pf. Given h E L&,(m) = R(@f) we saw in the 
proof of Lemma 3 that h = !Ff(f -‘hxz(f)c). A direct calculation, again using 
(3) and Lemma 2, shows that q(fm)(@F’(h)) = q(m)(h); this shows continuity 
of */? 0 
As a consequence, we have the following result concerning w-compactness of 
integration maps corresponding to certain types of indefinite integrals. 
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Proposition 2. Let m : C + X be a vector measure and f E L’ (m) be such that 
Z( f ) is an m-null set. Then the integration map If,,, : L’ (f m) ---f X is w-compact if
and only if the integration map I, : L’ (m) 4 X is w-compact. 
Proof. Since Z( f ) is an m-null set we have LAcr,(m) = L’(m) and so Proposi- 
tion 1 implies that the map @f given by (4) is a bicontinuous isomorphism of 
L’ (f m) onto L’ (m). Direct calculation shows that If,,, = Z, o !&f and Z, = 
[fin o !@f-’ from which the conclusion follows. q 
One can already deduce from Proposition 2 that if Y is an infinite dimen- 
sional Banach space and T E C(Y) is a compact, scalar-type spectral operator 
such that 0 is not an eigenvalue of T, then the integration map ZAP :
L’(XP) A ,!Zc,( Y) cannot be w-compact (recall that X denotes the identity 
function on C). To see this we first note that the assumption about 0 E a(T) 
implies that 0 is in the continuous spectrum of T. In particular, a(T) is an in- 
finite set as all isolated points of a(T) are necessarily eigenvalues. So, if P : 
B(a(T)) -+ 13,(Y) is th e resolution of the identity of T, then P({O}) = 0 and so 
Z(X) = (0) is a P-null set. Let {z+}r=, be an enumeration of a(T)\(O). Then 
,u : B(a(T)) --+ [0, W) defined by I_L = C,“, k$$ S, (where 6, denotes the Dirac 
point measure at any point t E C) is a finite positive measure satisfying 
(Py, y’) < /I for all y E Y and y’ E Y’. It follows that P is a closed measure [6; 
Theorem IV 7.31 and hence, that the range of P is a closed subset of C,( Y), [4; 
Proposition 1.41. Since a(T) = supp( P) is an infinite set and P is purely atomic 
it follows that the range of P is an infinite subset of L( Y). Then Proposition 3.8 
of [ll] shows that Zp is not w-compact and hence, ZAP cannot be w-compact 
either (cf. Proposition 2). Unfortunately, this argument does not suffice in the 
situation when 0 is an eigenvalue of T (in which case Z(X) is no longer a P-null 
set). 
2. INDEFINITE SPECTRAL INTEGRALS 
Throughout this section it is assumed that Y is a 1cHs such that L,(Y) is 
r(s)-sequentially complete. In particular, this implies that Y itself is sequen- 
tially complete. The topology of ,C,( Y) is generated by the family of seminorms 
{qy; q E P(Y), Y E Y} where qy(T) = q(Ty), for T E &(Y). 
A spectral measure P : C + L,( Y) is called equicontinuous if its range P(C) 
is an equicontinuous part of .C( Y). The aim of this section is to decide about 
w-compactness of the integration map Zfp : L’ (fP) ---f &(Y) for arbitrary ele- 
ments f E L’(P). That is, it is not assumed that Z(f) is a P-null set. Concern- 
ing P-null sets, we note that the multiplicativity property of a spectral measure 
implies that a set E E C is P-null if and only if P(E) = 0. It also follows that 
f E L(P) is P-null if and only if ZPf = Jo f dP = 0, [4; p. 1411. 
Let P : C + C,(Y) be a closed, equicontinuous spectral measure. Fix 
f E L’(P). For ease of presentation we introduce some notation. First, let 
Po[f I = P(Z(f )), in which case we have the direct decomposition Y = 
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Po[f] Y $ (I - Po[f]) Y. Let 52&“] = Z(f)’ = O\Z(f) and define Co[f] = 
{En Q[f];E E C}. Then &[f] is a g-algebra of subsets of &[f]. Let 
Yo[f] = (I- Po[f]) Y, in which case Yo[ S] is a sequentially complete 1cHs (for 
the relative topology from Y) and is invariant for each operator P(E), E E C. 
Accordingly, for each E E Co(f] the operator P(E) E C( Yo[f]) can be defined 
as the restriction of P(E) to Yo[f]. Then P : Co[f] + .C:,( Yo[f]) so defined is an 
equicontinuous spectral measure; it is also a closed measure, [4; Proposition 
1.61. Finally, we note that ,C,( Ys[f]) is sequentially complete. 
Lemma 4. Let P : C + Ls( Y) be a closed, equicontinuous spectral measure. Fix 
f E L’(P). Then, with the notation as above, the (complete) IcH-spaces LaCr,(P) 
and L’ (P) are isomorphic as Its. 
Proof. Define a linear map ilf : L:v,(P) --f L’(P) by Afh = h In,[fl, for h E 
L&,,(P). Suppose that llf h = 0 in L’(P). Then JnOrr, hdP = 0 in L(Yo[f]). 
Since h = 0, P-a.e. on Z(f) we conclude, for each yo E Yo[ f ] that 
(5) (,,,P),o = ( oJf, hdP)yo = (& hd+o =O. 
For any y E Y we write y = yo $ yl with yo E Yo[ f ] and yt E Po[ f ] Y. Then (5) 
together with h = 0, P-a.e. on Z(f ), implies that 
(dhdP)Y= (;h‘+ = (;hdP)Po[f]y, 
= (.jhxr&f’)y, =O. 
This shows that Jo hdP = 0 in C(Y) and so h = 0 in L’(P), hence also in 
L&)(P), [4; Proposition 1.51. This shows that ilf is injective. 
To show that As is surjective, suppose cp E L’(P). Define a C-measurable 
function @ on R by $ = ‘pxo,,lfl. Clearly /If $?J = cp, provided $3 E Lhcr, (P). Let 
i : Yo[ f] -+ Y be the natural inclusion. Given E E C we note that 
P(En %[f])y E Yo[fl, for all Y E Y. Since J&,n,Lfl cpdp E L(Yo[f]) it 
follows that jo (J”nPOlfl cpdP) o P(En no[f]) is an element of L(Y); denote 
this element by JE @dP. Then, for each E E C, the element SE @dP satisfies 
((_I, +dP)y, Y’) = J, 9(w) d(P(w)y, Y’), f or all y E Y and y’ E Y’. This shows 
that $3 E L’(P). Hence, Af is a vector isomorphism of L&) (P) onto L’(P). 
To see that A/ is continuous, fix p E P( Yo[f]) and yo E Yo[f]. Let q E P(Y) 
coincide with p on Yo[f]. Then, for h E L&.,(P), we have 
PYU (Ar h) = ;zpc P 
CC 
s hh[fldP y 
~~~olrl )) 
I ;tp(( ;h+o) = q,m(h), 
which shows that Af is continuous. To see that A?’ is continuous fix y E Y and 
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q E P(Y), in which case q(y) = sup{](y,E)];< E U,“}. Then yo = P(J&[f]) be- 
longs to Ys[f]. For cp E L’(P) it follows that 
where p is the continuous seminorm in Y corresponding to the equicontinuous 
subset {P(E)‘j’(J); E E Ui, E E C} of Y’ and p is the restriction of p to Yo[j] 
(in which case p E P( Yo[ f])). Here P(E)’ : Y’ -+ Y’, for E E C, and j’ : Y’ + 
Yo[f]’ are the dual operators to P(E) and j. •I 
Lemma 5. Let P : C + ,C,( Y) be a closed, equicontinuous spectral measure. Fix 
f E L’(P). Then the integration map Jfp : L’(fP) --+ 13,(Y) is a bicontinuous 
isomorphism onto its range. 
Proof. Suppose that g E L’(fP) and Zfp(g) = 0. Then Lemma 2 implies that 
Jo gfdP = 0 in .C( Y). Again by Lemma 2 and [4; Proposition 1.21 we have 
j gd(fP) = J gf dP = P(E) J gf dP = 0, E E C, 
E E R 
which means precisely that g = 0 in L’ (fP). So, Zf, is injective and hence, is a 
vector space isomorphism onto its range in ,C( Y). 
As already noted, the integration map Zfp is always continuous. So, it suffices 
to establish continuity of its inverse. Fix q E P(Y) and let p E P(Y) be the 
seminorm corresponding to the equicontinuous ubset {P(E)‘<; E E C, < E U,“} 
of Y’. Fix y E Y. Noting that Zf$t maps an operator of the form Jo gd(fP) to 
the function g, it follows from Lemma 2 that 
for all g E L’(fP). S’ mce p,, is a continuous seminorm for LGs( Y) the continuity 
of I-’ is established. .fP q 
Finally, we have the main result of this section. 
Proposition 3. Let P : C + C,( Y) be a closed, equicontinuous spectral measure. 
Let f E L’ (P). Then the integration map Zfp : L’ (f P) --f &( Y) is w-compact if 
and only if{P(E n Z(f )‘); E E C} is ajinite subset of ,C( Y). 
Proof. We use the notations of Proposition 1 and of Lemmas 4 and 5 (and their 
proofs). Let R(lfp), resp. R(Zp), denote the range of Zfp, resp. Zp, equipped with 
the relative topology from &(Y), resp. Lcs( Yo[ f I). Then we have the diagram 
L’(fP) 8 L’ (P) 
I/p 1 1 IP 
R&P) L R(~P) 
where 8 = ii/ o !&f and all maps are bicontinuous isomorphisms (c.f. Proposi- 
tion 1 and Lemmas 4 and 5). The linear map @ = Zp o 8 o $2 is just the map 
which sends an operator T E R(Zyp) to its restriction to the closed, invariant 
subspace Yo[f]. 
Suppose that Zfp : L’(fP) + ,&( Y) is w-compact. Then there is a neigh- 
bourhood U of 0 in L’ (f P) such that V = Zfp( U) is relatively w-compact in 
C,(Y) hence, also in R(l/p). Since @ is w-continuous the set (@ o Qp)( U) is re- 
latively w-compact in R(Zp). Also, W = 8(U) is a neighbourhood of zero in 
L1(P) and @ o Zfp o O-‘(W) is relatively w-compact in R(Zp). The identity Zp = 
@ o Zfp o 67’ shows that Zp is w-compact. Then Theorem 1 of [13] implies that 
P(Co[ f]) is a finite set and hence, also Z? = {P(E n Z(f )“); E E C} is a finite 
subset of ,C,( Y). 
Conversely, suppose that Z3 is a finite set. Since Z3 is a Boolean algebra (with 
unit P(Z(f )“)) and finite Boolean algebras are purely atomic it follows that 
there exist pairwise disjoint, C-measurable sets Ej C Z(f )‘, 1 5 j 5 n, with 
union equal to Z( f )’ such that each Pj = P(Ej) is an atom (i.e. if S E Z3 satisfies 
SPj = S, then either S = 0 or S = Pj) and every operator S E Z? belongs to 
{O}U{C~,FP~;F C {l,...,n}}. Let X be thefinitedimensional (closed) sub- 
space of C,( Y) spanned by {Pj};, 1. Choose a sequence {sk}F= 1of Co[ f ]-sim- 
ple functions such that Sk + f pointwise on f&[ f ], as k + 00. Since &(Y) is 
sequentially complete the dominated convergence theorem for vector meas- 




X, for all E E Co[ f], and hence, also for all E E C as Z(f) is f P-null. So, the 
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measure f P takes its values in the finite dimensional subspace X of C,(Y). A 
similar argument shows that the integration map Z/p must also assume its 
values in X. Since X is finite dimensional the 1cHs L’ (f P) is also finite dimen- 
sional (by Lemma 5) and hence, Zfp is w-compact. q 
We conclude by returning to our earlier example. Let Y be a Banach space 
and T E L(Y) be a compact, scalar-type spectral operator. Then a(T) is a 
countable set with zero as only possible limit point. To each non-zero (Y E g(T) 
there is associated a non-zero, finite rank projection P((Q}). If 0 is an eigen- 
value of T, then there is also a non-zero projection P({O}) associated to 0; 
otherwise let P({O}) = 0 (‘. 1e. when 0 is in the continuous spectrum of T ). Then 
T = J&,,,,@‘({4) = J XdP, 
o(T) 
where P : B(C) -+ Ls( Y) is the (purely atomic) resolution of the identity for T, 
with supp(P) = a(T), and X E L’(P) is the identity function on g(T). It was 
already noted at the end of Section 1 that P is a closed measure. The uniform 
boundedness principle for Banach spaces implies that P is necessarily equi- 
continuous. Noting that Z(X) = (0) if P({O}) # 0 and Z(X) = C$ (as an element 
of L’ (P)) if P( (0)) = 0, it follows from Proposition 3 that the integration map 
Zxp is w-compact if and only if g( T) is a finite set. 
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